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Winds of Change
Calling for Troops in the Months Following the Declaration of Independence
1. [American Revolution]: AN ABSTRACT FROM RESOLVES CONTAINING THE
ENCOURAGEMENT OFFERED BY THE CONTINENTAL CONGRESS, AND
BY THE STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS-BAY, TO SUCH AS SHALL INLIST
INTO THE CONTINENTAL ARMY. [Boston: Benjamin Edes, ca. January 28, 1777].
Broadside, 13¾ x 8¼ inches. Docketed on verso. Expertly repaired separation along upper horizontal fold, short fold separation at left side of middle horizontal fold, moderate
marginal dampstaining. About very good. Untrimmed. In a cloth chemise and half morocco
and cloth slipcase, spine gilt.
A rare recruitment broadside attempting to entice Massachusetts recruits into the Continental Army, printing the resolutions of the Continental Congress and the Massachusetts
House in the months following the Declaration of Independence.
The inducements offered by the Continental Congress include $20 in bounty, 100 acres
of land, a new suit of clothes each year, and a half-pay disability pension if “disabled in
the Service of the United States of America as to render him incapable afterwards of
getting a Livelihood.” The state offers an additional £20 if the new recruit arrives with
“a good effective Fire-Arm, and also a Bayonet, or in Lieu thereof, a Sword, Hatchet or
Tomahawk, a Cartridge Box and Knapsack.” The Congress even offers a free blanket, or
a reimbursement of eighteen shillings if the soldier brings his own.
The broadside is signed in type by Samuel Freeman, the Speaker, Pro Tempore, and by
John Avery, Deputy Secretary of the Massachusetts House of Representatives in Boston.
“Very fine revolutionary broadside issued during the period when Washington had to beg
for troops. Contains the four resolves of Congress, passed August 26th, September 16th,
18th, and 19th, October 8th, and November 12th, 1776, relative to the pay and bounty
of officers and men in the Continental Army as part of the Fifteen battalions assigned to
this state, to continue during the war, or for a term of Three Years” – Heartman.
ESTC records just eight copies, including two each at the American Antiquarian Society
and the Library of Congress. A rare, early, and important Revolutionary War recruitment broadside.
EVANS 15418. FORD 2076. CUSHING 981. HEARTMAN P15:4. ESTC W34149.
$11,000.

Swearing Allegiance to America
2. [American Revolution]: [PARTIALLY-PRINTED DOCUMENT, COMPLETED IN MANUSCRIPT, AFFIRMING AN OATH OF ALLEGIANCE
BY JOHN SIMPSON TO THE FLEDGLING UNITED STATES IN THE
YEAR AFTER THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE]. [Philadelphia]:
Printed by John Dunlap, [1777]. Printed certificate, 4 x 6½ inches, accomplished
in manuscript. Old folds, light edge wear. Very good.
An early oath of allegiance printed by John Dunlap, accomplished in manuscript
on behalf of one John Simpson of Lancaster County. The certificate reads in
full: “I do hereby certify, That [John Simpson] hath voluntarily taken and subscribed the Oath or Affirmation of Allegiance and Fidelity, as directed by an Act
of General Assembly of Pennsylvania, passed the 13th day of June, A.D. 1777.
Witness my hand and seal, the [14th] day of [October]. A.D. [1777].” It is signed
in manuscript by Joshua Elder.

These oaths were first issued in the summer of 1777, after Washington’s victory
at Trenton, but shortly before the British retook Fort Ticonderoga on July 6.
This particular oath was sworn on October 14, only three days before Burgoyne’s
surrender at Saratoga. The language of the certificate is left intentionally open,
allowing for an “oath” or “affirmation” in order to accommodate Pennsylvania’s
Quaker population. Simpson was a blacksmith before becoming a soldier, and
achieved the rank of lieutenant during the war. He was present at the battles of
Trenton and Princeton.
A very rare and important survival from the early days of the American Revolution, printed by the printer of the Declaration. OCLC records this variation
(which prints “oath or affirmation” in the second and third lines) only at the
Library of Congress.
EVANS 15519. ESTC W23522 (variant).
$3000.

The First Bolivian Constitution
3. [Bolivia]: CONSTITUCION DE LA REPUBLICA BOLIVIANA REIMPRESA DE ORDEN DEL SUPREMO GOBIERNO.... Chuquisaca: Imprenta
Boliviana, May 30, 1827. [2],33pp. In Spanish. Pages 17 and 21 reversed due to
printer’s error. Gathered signatures, stitched. Clerical ink inscription (“763 G.R.M.”)
in inner margin of titlepage. Minor light staining. Very good. Untrimmed. In a
half morocco box.
The extremely rare second and last official edition of Bolivia’s first constitution,
after the slightly less rare first edition of 1826. In 1825, Upper Peru became
the final South American republic to secure its independence from Spain under
the leadership of Simón Bolívar, renaming itself Bolivia in his honor. Bolívar
himself drafted this first constitution of the country in 1825 and handed power to
Gen. Antonio José de Sucre as president for life. The constitution was accepted
by the second Bolivian congress in 1826, and Sucre accepted his appointment,
but only for two years, with the provision that two thousand Columbian troops
should remain with him in La Paz. In late 1827, after repeated uprisings, Sucre
and his army were driven from the capital, and the constitution was changed the
following year. This second edition, which bears a serious printer’s error in the
section on the president, is especially scarce and not recorded by Palau. OCLC
records the imprint but locates no copies.
RENÉ-MORENO, BIBLIOTECA BOLIVIANA 763.
$3750.

repaired, front and rear end leaves with some
neat tissue repairs at the edges. Titlepage and
two contents leaves with a mended vertical
tear, not affecting text. Final text leaf with a
small tear in the outer margin, not affecting
text. Very good.

With Superb Lithographs of Scenes and Places
4. [California]: HISTORY OF NEVADA COUNTY CALIFORNIA WITH
ILLUSTRATIONS DESCRIPTIVE OF ITS SCENERY, RESIDENCES,
PUBLIC BUILDINGS, FINE BLOCKS, AND MANUFACTORIES. FROM
ORIGINAL SKETCHES BY ARTISTS OF THE HIGHEST ABILITY. Oakland:
Thompson & West, 1880. 234pp., including colored “Map of California, Nevada,
Utah, and Arizona” plus eighty-three full-page or double-page lithographs (the
first included as part of the pagination). Oblong quarto. Original half sheep and
green cloth, stamped in blind and gilt, spine gilt. Hinges reinforced, corners neatly

A magnificent illustrated history of Nevada
County, California. The wonderful lithographs ably show how in just thirty years
the area that had been a rough and tumble
center of gold rush activity was transformed
into a lovely group of communities in the
Sierra Nevada foothills. The illustrations
show private residences with neatly tended
yards and gardens, courthouses and other
public buildings, hotels, newspaper offices,
mining companies, banks, foundries, factories,
general stores, breweries, jewelers, druggists,
lumber yards, liveries, mines, and much more.
Two of the lithographs relate to the Donner
Party disaster which occurred nearby, and
other plates give historic representations of
the area. One interesting plate shows Louis
Siebert’s Vineyard & Soda Works, while the
double-page illustrations include views of the
Providence Gold & Silver Mining Company;
the Idaho Quartz Mine; St. Patrick’s Church
& Mt. Saint Mary’s Convent in Grass Valley;
and Bird’s Eye Canyon. Most of the illustrations are of locations in the largest cities
in the county – Nevada City and Grass Valley – though the smaller towns of Truckee,
You Bet, Rough & Ready, North San Juan,
Sweetland, Cherokee, and Lake City are also
represented. The text includes a long and detailed history of the county, with
information on gold mining, the Donner Party, biographical information on John
Sutter and other leading men of the area, etc.
These atlases are often found in very rough condition, usually lacking plates. The
present copy is complete and in very good condition, and provides an important
visual and historical record of growth and community building in rural northern
California in the late 19th century. Scarce and very desirable.
COWAN, p. 452. HOWES N60, “b.” ROCQ 5957. NORRIS CATALOGUE
2834 (“very rare”).
$3750.

Scheme of a Constitution for Canada:
French Revolutionary Sentiment Spreads
5. [Canada]: SUPPLEMENT TO THE QUEBEC GAZETTE. Num. 1331.
[with:] SUPPLEMENT...Num. 1333. [with:] SUPPLEMENT... Num. 1334.
[with:] SUPPLEMENT...Num. 1335. Quebec: Samuel Nielson, February 3, 10,
17, 24, 1791. Four issues. [2]; [2]; [4]; [4]pp. Printed in double-column format
in parallel English and French. Folio. Slightly ragged on left margin. Very good.
This extraordinary series of supplements to the Quebec Gazette demonstrates the
extent to which feeling for the French Revolution had permeated the French
population of Canada, and the degree to which the British government was prepared to tolerate the expression of such Revolutionary sentiments. Most of the
text of each issue (all of the first two and part of the third and fourth) is devoted
to a long “Scheme of a Constitution,” extracted from a late French publication
entitled “Les Actes des Apotres.” While recognizing monarchy as the necessary executive branch, the text calls for a balance of power between the courts,
legislatures, and executive. A surprising and interesting series to find published
in Canada at this time, in the same year that the Constitutional Act granted the
first representative government to Canada. Not listed separately by Tremaine,
nor are supplements recorded in the appendix devoted to the ...Gazette; however,
she notes two runs which include “almost all” of the supplements.
$4500.

Extremely Rare View of Charleston in 1776
6. [Charleston, South Carolina]: A N.b.E. VIEW OF THE FORT ON THE
WESTERN END OF SULIVANS ISLAND WITH THE DISPOSITION OF
HIS MAJESTY’S FLEET COMMODORE SIR PETER PARKER Knt. &c.
&c. &c. DURING THE ATTACK ON THE 28th OF JUNE 1776. WHICH
LASTED 9 HOURS AND 40 MINUTES. London: William Faden, August
10, 1776. Engraving, 12 x 19½ inches. Small old ink stamp on verso. Near fine.

A profile view of Sullivan’s Island, the main fort guarding the mouth of the
Charleston harbor, with a key indicating the main features, ship locations, and
gun emplacements. Below the view is a separate plate-mark with an engraved
dedication, “To Commodore Sir Peter Parker Knt. &c. &c. &c. This View is most
humbly dedicated and presented by Lt. Colonel Thos. James Rl. Rt. of Artillery
June 30th, 1776.”

In the spring of 1776, South Carolina was in the firm possession of the American
patriots, which the British were determined to challenge. They dispatched a fleet
of twenty ships under Commodore Peter Parker, with the mission under the overall
command of Major General Sir Henry Clinton. The ships moored in Five Fathom
Hole, and landed on Long Island, which lay to the north of Sullivan’s Island.
Meanwhile, practical considerations indicated that the Patriot defenders were in
considerable trouble. Led by Col. William Moultrie, the Americans were short
of experienced troops and ammunition. Fort Sullivan, located on the southern
tip of the island of the same name, had to be held, otherwise Charleston would
fall. While the elegant plan of the fort, located in the inset at the upper left of
the map, makes it appear to be a well-designed bastion, it was in reality cobbled
together with palmetto logs. Moultrie had a total of 1,125 men against 2,900
British marines. More worryingly, the fort had only twenty-six guns, with only
twenty-eight rounds of ammunition per gun against the British fleet’s 270 wellstocked cannon. Fortunately for the Americans, the British proceeded to make
a series of strategic errors. Clinton, who relied on information given by harbor
pilots who were press-ganged into service, spent days looking for a non-existent
ford between Long and Sullivan’s Island, which in reality was prevented by the

presence of a seven-foot deep channel. This bought the Americans time, allowing
Col. William Thomson to fortify the northern tip of the island.
On June 28 the British mounted their full on naval assault of the fort. Moultrie
wisely rationed and synchronized the use of his limited firepower, so that the
British met heavier than expected resistance. Unfamiliar with the tidal shoals
that lay near the fort, the British ships were unable to sail in close enough to
the fort to deliver lethal blows, while remaining in range of the American guns.
Amazingly, many of the British rounds which did strike the fort were harmlessly
absorbed into the structure’s spongy palmetto logs. The British flagship H.M.S.
Bristol took heavy losses, and another ship ran aground and had to be abandoned.
Another British attempt to storm Thomson’s northern positions with a raid by
long boats was easily repelled. The British were forced to completely withdraw,
and promptly set sail for New York.
A handsome view of this important battle, in beautiful condition, by Faden, who
produced so many of the most important Revolutionary War maps in the next
several years.
CRESSWELL 606.
$15,000.
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A Bound Set of General Orders, Including a Very Early Printing
of the Preliminary Emancipation Proclamation
Assembled by a Brigadier General of United States Volunteers
7. [Civil War]: [Lincoln, Abraham]: [Cook, John Pope]: GENERAL ORDERS,
No. 139. THE FOLLOWING PROCLAMATION BY THE PRESIDENT
IS PUBLISHED FOR THE INFORMATION AND GOVERNMENT OF
THE ARMY AND ALL CONCERNED: BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, A PROCLAMATION. [Contained in:]
[A THREE-VOLUME SET OF GENERAL ORDERS TO THE UNION
ARMY FROM THE OFFICE OF THE ADJUTANT GENERAL COVERING 1861 AND 1862, COLLECTED BY BRIGADIER GENERAL JOHN
POPE COOK]. Washington, D.C.: War Department, Adjutant General’s Office,
1861-1862. Three volumes, with over 300 individual imprints. 12mo. Uniformly
bound in contemporary three-quarter roan and marbled boards, gilt leather labels. Wear to leather and edges, boards somewhat rubbed, front hinges tender.
Contemporary ownership inscriptions and binder’s tickets on front endpapers of
second and third volumes; later bookplate on front pastedown of first volume.
Light toning in places, otherwise internally clean. Very good.
A uniformly-bound set of General Orders issued by the Adjutant General’s Office of the War Department in Washington, D.C., previously owned by Brig.
Gen. John Pope Cook. The orders cover 1861 and 1862, and comprise a nearly
complete run of orders for the Union Army during the first two years of the
Civil War. Undoubtedly the most significant General Order in this collection is
a preliminary printing of the Emancipation Proclamation.
A handful of the orders are signed in ink by the various adjutant generals. The
Emancipation Proclamation, bound in the third volume, is as follows:
General Orders, No. 139. The Following Proclamation by the President Is Published
for the Information and Government of the Army and All Concerned: By the President
of the United States of America, a Proclamation [caption title]. Washington, D.C.:
War Department, Adjutant General’s Office, [ca.] September 24, 1862. 3pp. This
work is one of the earliest printings of the Preliminary Emancipation Proclamation, issued to regimental commanders in the field during the Civil War in the
week after President Lincoln’s official manuscript version was finished. Here,
the third paragraph rings out with Lincoln’s timeless words: “That on the first
day of January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixtythree, all persons held as slaves within any State or designated area of a State,
the people whereof shall then be in rebellion against the United States, shall be
then, thenceforward, and forever free....”
Following the Seven Days Battle and Gen. McClellan’s retreat from the Peninsula,
at the end of June 1862, President Lincoln realized that there would be no early
end to the war, and found himself “as inconsolable as it was possible for a human
to be and yet live.” Anxious for news from the army and needing to escape the
constant interruptions at the White House, he frequently visited the telegraph

office in the War Department building to await dispatches. It was during one
such visit early in July that he asked the chief of the telegraph staff, Maj. Thomas
Thompson Eckert, for some paper to “write something special,” and began the
first draft of the Emancipation Proclamation, completing it in a few weeks.
Lincoln had long hoped to resolve the slavery issue through a congressional act
of emancipation compensating slave owners for their loss of “property,” but that
approach was roundly rejected by representatives from the border states, leaving the President, who had decided upon the necessity of emancipation, with a
presidential proclamation as the only option. The extraordinary document he
conceived would announce the liberation on January 1, 1863 of all slaves in those
states still in rebellion against the Union, and promised compensation to slave
owners in those states that returned to the fold before that time if they adopted
“immediate or gradual abolishment of slavery.” This proclamation would be followed by a final proclamation issued on the 1st of January, identifying those states
still in rebellion and confirming the liberation of all slaves therein.
On Tuesday, July 22, Lincoln presented his draft to the Cabinet, telling them that
he had resolved firmly upon the course of action it specified, and asking them not
for advice but suggestions. The only observation he had not anticipated came
from Secretary of State Seward, who proposed that it might be best to wait for a
military victory before issuing the Proclamation, as it could otherwise seem like
“the last measure of an exhausted government.” Immediately recognizing the
wisdom of the suggestion, Lincoln held back. On September 17, after an anxious
wait of nearly two months, he received the victory he needed at the bloody Battle
of Antietam. Completing his final draft, Lincoln presented it to his cabinet for
refinement on September 22. Following the meeting, Seward took the amended
draft with him to the State Department, where a formal, manuscript copy was
made, then signed by Lincoln and Seward.
The first edition of the Preliminary Emancipation Proclamation (Eberstadt #1),
a small three-page circular intended for distribution within the government and
to the local press, was likely printed on September 22. At the time that Charles
Eberstadt published his study of the Proclamation (1950), he was able to locate
only one copy, which he himself owned, and as nearly as we have been able to
determine, no other copies have come to light since then.
Eberstadt #2 is a supposed second edition, no copy of which Charles Eberstadt was
able to locate, whose existence he inferred from the standard State Department
practice of printing a folio edition consisting solely of the text of the proclamation, followed by another printing consisting of the text of a letter of transmittal
from the Secretary of State as well as the text of the proclamation. While there
may be a copy of Eberstadt #2 in the National Archives, as he speculated, it is
not recorded in their online catalogue, nor have we been able to find a copy in
any other online catalogue, including OCLC, the Library of Congress, and the
Abraham Lincoln Library.

Eberstadt’s third printing of the Preliminary Emancipation Proclamation is without
a doubt the earliest obtainable printing. It consists of Secretary of State Seward’s
one-page letter of transmittal addressed “To the Diplomatic and Consular Officers of the United States in foreign countries,” and the text of the proclamation.
Eberstadt located a total of only five copies in institutions, at the Library of
Congress, the National Archives, Yale, the Clements Library, and Brown. OCLC
does not record any additional copies, nor is it recorded in Monaghan. This firm
sold a copy several years ago.
The present copy of General Orders, No. 139 is Eberstadt’s fourth printing of the
Preliminary Emancipation Proclamation, dated in print on September 24. Charles
Eberstadt surmises that this field order printing could have been accomplished
as late as September 29 or 30, and produced in as many as 15,000 copies. It is,
however, rather uncommon in the market, and this is the first copy of this printing
of the Preliminary Emancipation Proclamation offered by this firm.
“From the first days of the Civil War, slaves had acted to secure their own liberty.
The Emancipation Proclamation confirmed their insistence that the war for the
Union must become a war for freedom. It added moral force to the Union cause
and strengthened the Union both militarily and politically. As a milestone along
the road to slavery’s final destruction, the Emancipation Proclamation has assumed
a place among the great documents of human freedom” – National Archives.
“The proclamation has been called by responsible persons one of the three great
documents of world history, ranking with Magna Carta and the Declaration of
Independence” – Eberstadt.
Besides including about 300 orders on all manner of Union military activity at
the outset of the Civil War, the present collection also contains the 1861 printing of Regulations for the Uniform and Dress for the Army of the United States. Set
out in General Orders, No. 6, this twenty-four-page printing of the Army dress
regulations was the first to set out uniform requirements for the Union during
the conflict. The first sentence of the first section requires officers to “wear a
frock coat of dark blue cloth....” Thus, the Blue and the Gray begins.
This set was collected and bound by John Pope Cook, who began the Civil War as
a colonel in command of the 7th Illinois Volunteer Regiment. He was promoted
to brigadier general after his troops played a key role in the Union victory at Fort
Donelson early in 1862. After his promotion he was transferred to a command
in the Department of Iowa and Dakota Territory, where he remained until early
1863, conducting campaigns against the Sioux from his base in Sioux City, Iowa.
These orders must have been bound near the end of this period, since contemporary labels note the binder, one William F. Kiter, as being from relatively close
by Council Bluffs.
A very early printing of one of the most important political acts in the Civil War,
and indeed in American history, contained in a set of General Orders contemporaneously assembled by a significant Union Army commander.
EBERSTADT, LINCOLN’S EMANCIPATION PROCLAMATION 4. $3750.

The Folwell Edition of the Journals of Congress
8. [Continental Congress]: JOURNALS OF CONGRESS: CONTAINING
THEIR PROCEEDINGS [FROM SEPTEMBER 5, 1774 TO NOVEMBER
3, 1788]. Philadelphia: From Folwell’s Press, 1800-1801. Thirteen volumes.
Original boards. Vol. I-V with original paper spines, paper labels. Vol. VI-XIII
with in original paper boards, old vellum rebacking of each volume. Free endpapers excised from several volumes. A few volumes also have reinforced gutter on
titlepage. Otherwise a crisp, clean set. Very good and untrimmed.
The first collected printing of the Journals of the United States Congress, known
as the “Folwell Edition.” In this set the first volume is present in the 1777

first collected edition of the first Journals of the
Continental Congress. Prior to the issuing of
Folwell’s set, the Journals had appeared in more
or less annual volumes (such as the first volume in the present set). Many of
those original journals are virtually unobtainable. In 1799, Congress directed
that Richard Folwell print 400 sets of the complete journals of the Continental
Congress for the use of the Senate and the House of Representatives. This was
accomplished during 1800 and 1801, reprinting the annual volumes comprising
the proceedings of the Continental Congress from the two Congresses held prior
to the Declaration of Independence, then for the duration of the Confederacy,
through the adoption of the Federal Constitution in 1788.
A vital record of the Revolutionary period.
SABIN 15545. EVANS 15683, 38750 (through 1800). REESE, REVOLUTIONARY HUNDRED 48 (ref).
$12,500.

Freedom for a Cuban Child
9. [Cuba]: [Slavery]: [MANUSCRIPT MANUMISSION DOCUMENT FOR
NARCISO EUSEBIO, AN ENSLAVED INFANT IN HAVANA, CUBA].
Havana. November 18, 1867. [2]pp. on a bifolium, the third page blank save for a
pictorial notary stamp, which also occurs on the first page. Faint old folds. Minor
staining, worming to blank margins and gutter. About very good.
A remarkable manuscript document securing the freedom of a newborn child
named Narciso Eusebio in Havana in 1867. Despite the Haitian revolution in
1804, the banning of the Atlantic slave trade by the United States and England
in 1807, and even the United States Civil War, Cuba remained a bastion for
slavery in the Western Hemisphere for decades. It was the second to last nation
in the Western Hemisphere to abolish the practice (outlasted only by Brazil),
and slavery persisted on the island until 1886. This document dates from 1867,
shortly after the Union victory in the United States precipitated serious calls
for the end of slavery in Cuba (which in turn contributed to the Ten Years’ War
and began Cuba’s long road to independence), although still nearly twenty years
before it would be effected.
The present manumission contract, which begins with the word “Libertad” and
was prepared by a notary public with his illustrated stamp at the head of each leaf,
declares the child in question “free from all captivity and servitude for life.” A
literal translation of one portion reads: “I hereby save and free of all suggestion of
captivity...[the subject,] whose name is Narciso. I write that he has not even been
baptized, born the 29th of last October, son of another slave, the brown-skinned
Pascuala, native [of Cuba] and I convey [Narciso’s] freedom for the sum of 102
escudos.” As the son of an enslaved laborer, Narciso would have shared the same
fate by law if not freed by a contract such as this. A life-changing document for
an infant born on the precipice of Cuba’s most challenging years.
$750.

Eisenhower’s Signature During His Last Days in Office
10. Eisenhower, Dwight D.: [CARD, AUTOGRAPHED BY DWIGHT D.
EISENHOWER, WITH ACCOMPANYING LETTER FROM HIS SECRETARY]. Washington. January 17, 1961. Card, 2¼ x 4¼ inches; with typed letter
and original envelope. Fine, with later ink notation.
Signature of President Dwight D. Eisenhower, in the last days of his administration, written on a card embossed with a gold seal of the United States. The card
is accompanied by an explanatory letter from the President’s Press Secretary,
addressed to Ashley T. Cole, which reads: “My apologies for the delay in replying to your letter of December seventh – but I know you realize how hectic this
‘transition’ period has been. The President was very glad to sign the enclosed
card for you.” A later hand has written the word “authentic” in ink on the card.
$500.

Using Poll Taxes to Disenfranchise Voters in Reconstruction Georgia
11. Farrow, Henry P.: [Georgia Reconstruction]: THE INJUSTICE OF
POLL TAXES [caption title]. [Atlanta. ca. 1867]. Broadside, 15¾ x 10 inches.
Text printed in three columns. Old folds. Minor foxing, spotting, and creasing.
Very good.
An eloquent appeal against the disenfranchising poll tax, by a southern champion
of Reconstruction. Henry Pattillo Farrow issued this appeal on behalf of the poor
of all races in Georgia, at a critical moment in the history of Reconstruction and
the future of voting rights in the state, while the Reconstruction Constitutional
Convention was meeting. Georgia led the way in making the poll tax a bulwark
against fundamental change in race relations in the South. Despite the opposition presented in this broadside, the poll tax was retained in the final draft of
the Georgia Reconstruction constitution adopted in 1868, and was carried over
in the 1877 revision.
After serving in the Confederate Army, Farrow was a Georgia state attorney general
and a federal district attorney who strove to cooperate with northern efforts at
Reconstruction, and ensure the state’s compliance with the Sherman Reconstruction
Bill. Here he argues for removal of a provision in the proposed Reconstruction
constitution for the state of Georgia which permitted the imposition of a poll
tax for “educational purposes.” In part, Farrow’s statement on the poll tax reads:
“There is, in the humble judgment of the writer, no species of taxation ever
assessed by any government more violative of the principles of the science of
political economy and of common sense than taxation of that kind. A poll, or per
capita tax, is not upon property; is not upon a profession, a trade, or a business;
but it is a tax on man’s inalienable rights – ‘life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.’ All who are in the enjoyment of those inestimable and inalienable rights
ought aid in supporting the Government which protects those rights. There is
no disputing that self-evident, axiomatic proposion [sic]. Yet, can a man be so
poor, so destitute, as to live without yielding some return in the way of tax to the
Government which protects him? Can you point to a single citizen of Georgia,
white or black, who pays no tax? You can not do it.”
Scarce, with only seven institutional copies recorded in OCLC, at Yale, Duke,
Williams College, University of West Georgia, University of Michigan, Vanderbilt,
and the American Antiquarian Society. Hummel adds a copy at the University
of Georgia. A fine example of early and ultimately unsuccessful resistance to the
institution of poll taxes in the South.
HUMMEL 594. OCLC 191231416, 166645823, 86110718.
$1750.

Promoting a Tampa Development in the 1920s
12. [Florida]: GOLDEN HILLS UPTOWN TAMPA [cover title]. [Tampa,
Fl.: Burgert Brothers, ca. 1926]. Eighteen glossy linen-backed silver gelatin or
albumen photographs bound in, including sixteen 7½ x 9½-inch albumens (two of
them two-panel folding images), and two 7½ x 46-inch folding panoramic images,
plus two detached 7½ x 9½-inch albumens laid in. Oblong quarto. Contemporary
brown limp pebbled leather, gilt. Front joint mostly split, spine chipped, small
chip to bottom corner of rear cover, binding reinforced within with twist ties.
Two later notes tipped in to inside front cover. Overall, the photographs in very
good condition, in a good binding.
A handsome, professionally-produced promotional photograph album for a proposed
Uptown Tampa development called “Golden Hills.” These early 20th-century
views show Tampa Bay and the adjacent rural areas on which the development
seeks to build, the same area where the fully-developed Temple Terrace area sits
today. The photographs show a sketch of a proposed “Million Dollar Hotel”
to be built at Golden Hills, a perspective view of the model showing Uptown
Tampa, multiple views of orange groves, a few aerial shots showing the lands for
the proposed development, “Beautiful Tampa Lake as it now appears,” sample
types of homes to be built at Golden Hills, rudimentary beginnings of streets
for the development, and more. The first of the two large panoramas shows the
raw land for the development, with a group of people milling about a field with

“Lake Lee” in the background. The second panorama shows the current downtown city of Tampa in the mid-1920s. Regarding the fate of the development,
a handwritten note tipped in to the inside front cover is instructive, and reads:
“Golden Hills Project. Feb. 8, 1926. East Hillsborough Co. Never got off the
ground. Depression probably killed it.”
The present photographs were produced by the Burgert Brothers, Tampa’s leading
commercial photographers from 1917 to about the early-1960s. Established by
Al and Jean Burgert, the studio focused primarily on the Tampa area, including
Ybor City, Port Tampa, Temple Terrace, and Ballast Point. The Burgert Brothers’
photographs captured Tampa’s transformation from small coastal town to major
urban center, recording the area’s daily life, festivals, churches, homes, businesses,
and urban development projects.
The present album was almost certainly produced in a small number to begin
with, and OCLC does not report any copies. The only items related to Golden
Hills in OCLC are a promotional map held by the Wisconsin Historical Society
Library, and a single photograph of “Thonotosassa Boulevard Golden Hills, Uptown Tampa” (included in the present album) at the University of South Florida.
A possibly-unique surviving promotional photograph album for an unrealized
Tampa-area real estate development in the 1920s.
$3250.

Harrison’s Famous Address, Printed on Silk
13. Harrison, William Henry: PRESIDENT HARRISON’S INAUGURAL
ADDRESS [caption title]. Baltimore, Printed and Published by J. Murphy, [1841].
Broadside, 23¾ x 18 inches. Printed on silk in four columns, with one inch decorative border all around. Minor fraying to extremities. Minimal light spotting to
margins, small hole in lower right corner (outside the decorative border). The
printing very clear and crisp. Very good plus.
A quite uncommon and unusual broadside printing on silk of William Henry
Harrison’s famous inaugural address. Harrison was the first president-elect to
arrive to Washington by train, and for well over a century remained the oldest
president-elect. On a snowy and blustery day Harrison delivered the longest
inaugural address in the nation’s history, the 8,445-word speech clocking in at an
hour and forty-five minutes. Despite the length of his address, Harrison’s term
as president would be the nation’s shortest, as he died only a month later. In his
speech, written by Harrison himself but edited by Daniel Webster (who in fact
claimed that he cut it down significantly), the president-elect lays out his platform
in detail, outlining an intention to roll back much of the Jackson presidency’s
expansion of executive power, and suggests that he would avoid federal intervention with slavery as much as possible. Harrison warns against partisanship and
promises to reestablish the Bank of the United States, to issue paper currency, to
use his veto power sparingly, and to appoint qualified officers to his cabinet. The
legend grew over the years that Harrison died of pneumonia contracted during his
long inauguration event. More recent scholarship indicates the President likely
succumbed from enteric fever caused by poor sanitation and unhealthy water in
the White House.
The publisher of this attractive broadside on silk, John Murphy, was an Irish immigrant who came to Baltimore in the 1830s, where he printed largely Catholic
texts and periodicals and became the first American to receive the honorary title
of “Printer to the Pope.” The only positively identifiable institutional copy of
this printing is located at the Indiana Historical Society. OCLC locates a similar
if not identical broadside at the American Antiquarian Society, but it is not present in their online catalog.
THREADS OF HISTORY 150.
$5000.

Arguing for the Rights of Women within the Family Unit
14. Hickox, George A.: TRACTS OF CONNECTICUT WOMAN SUFFRAGE
ASSOCIATION. No. 1. LEGAL DISABILITIES OF MARRIED WOMEN IN
CONNECTICUT. Hartford: Case, Lockwood & Brainard, 1871. 40pp. Original
self-wrappers. Minor foxing to outer leaves, light toning. Very good.
A scarce political tract on women’s suffrage by George A. Hickox, a Litchfield,
Connecticut lawyer, newspaper editor, and women’s suffrage advocate. At the
time he wrote the present pamphlet Hickox was one of the vice presidents of the
Connecticut Woman Suffrage Association, along with Harriet Beecher Stowe and
a dozen other women’s suffrage supporters. In the present essay Hickox employs
his legal acumen to clarify the position of women within the marriage laws of
Connecticut, dividing his summation into three sections: “I. The wife’s personal
subjection to the husband. II. Her want of legal authority over their children.
III. Her property.” He then provides a detailed legal analysis of each portion,
and concludes that “The wife should be given entire control of her own person,
joint authority with her husband over the children they nurture, and over the
property they accumulate.” Hickox characterizes the inequality between husband
and wife, and the resulting absolute dependence of the wife on the husband, as an
“evil” which “affords the tyrannical husband every opportunity for oppression.”
He argues for “wise legislation” to correct this imbalance and dependence, and
“concede to the wife the independence she earns in the Family.”
$950.

Arguing for a Woman’s Right to an Education
15. Higginson, Thomas Wentworth: WOMAN’S SUFFRAGE TRACTS. No.
4. OUGHT WOMEN TO LEARN THE ALPHABET? [wrapper title]. Boston:
For Sale at the Office of “The Woman’s Journal,” 1871. 20,[4]pp. Original selfwrappers, stitched as issued. Mild soiling to outer leaves, even toning. Very good.
A scarce suffrage tract reprinted from The Atlantic Monthly of February 1859,
in which noted author, abolitionist, and supporter of women’s rights Thomas
Wentworth Higginson chronicles the historical difficulties faced by women in
their efforts to become educated. Higginson cites history and mythology to
highlight the unnecessary and unfair practices and arguments that have led to
women’s “historic position of degradation.” Women, argues Higginson, have
been victims of a past that has been largely “a period of ignorance, of engrossing
physical necessities, and of brute force – not of freedom, of philanthropy, and of
culture.” Higginson contends that “the long subjection of woman has been simply that humanity was passing through its first epoch, and her full career was to
be reserved for the second.” In other words, the present “times are altering the
whole material position of woman” through “inevitable social and moral changes”
such as education. “A new era is begun,” argues Higginson, and “the time has
come for woman to learn the alphabet.”
Following Higginson’s text is the “Constitution of the American Woman Suffrage
Association,” consisting of five articles. The preamble of the constitution states
that the organization formed because “a truly representative national organization is needed for the orderly and efficient prosecution of the Woman Suffrage
movement in America....”
Scarce, with just twelve copies in OCLC.
KRICHMAR 3784 (ref). OCLC 14225747.

$875.

South American Revolutions
16. Hippisley, G.: A NARRATIVE OF THE EXPEDITION TO THE RIVERS ORINOCO AND APURE, IN SOUTH AMERICA; WHICH SAILED
FROM ENGLAND IN NOVEMBER 1817, AND JOINED THE PATRIOTIC
FORCES IN VENEZUELA AND CARACCAS. London. 1819. xix,[1],653,[1]
pp., with additional errata slip tipped in. Later calf, elaborately stamped in gilt
on covers and spine. Extremities very lightly rubbed. Some light scattered foxing.
Very good, with bookplate of Alberto Parreño on front pastedown.
Hippisley served as a colonel in the First Venezuelan Hussars, as part of the British
brigade sent to South America to assist in the war for independence in Venezuela.
The account includes a description of the voyage to South America, with stops
at St. Bartholomew, Grenada, St. Lucia, and other points in the Caribbean. The
appendix prints a list of the officers of the First Venezuelan Hussars, as well as
other documents, orders, etc., issued by Venezuelan leaders, including Bolivar.
A fascinating account of South American independence movements, Bolivar, etc.,
notwithstanding Sabin’s assertion that Lord Byron used the book to put himself
to sleep. “An esteemed and scarce work” – Palau.
SABIN 31988. PALAU 114859.
$1750.

One of the Most Important of the Las Casas Tracts
17. Las Casas, Bartolomé de: AQUI SE CONTIENE UNA DISPUTA O
CONTROVERSIA; ENTRE EL OBISPO DÕ FRAY BARTHOLOME DE
LAS CASAS...Y EL DOCTOR GINES DE SEPULVEDA.... Seville: Sebastian
Trugillo, 1552. [61] leaves, lacking final blank. Titlepage printed in red and black,
with text surrounded by a four-panel woodcut border; text printed in black letter. Small quarto. Contemporary mottled calf, spine gilt tooled, edges sprinkled
red. Front hinge rubbed, head of spine slightly chipped. Scattered contemporary
manuscript annotations, occasionally trimmed. Faint dampstaining along lower
edge, light tanning. Very good.
The first edition of Bartolomé de las Casas’ fifth tract advocating the better treatment of Amerindians by the Spanish. In it he offers his account of his epochal
disputation with Gines de Sepúlveda on the topic of the morality and legitimacy
of enslaving the American Indian. Sepúlveda did not have the sagacity or selfpromotion savvy of Las Casas, so his side of what happened at the disputation is
inferred from Las Casas’ account.
During the 16th century the question of the legitimacy of enslaving American
Indians and black Africans occupied several Spanish writers, the most famous of
whom was Las Casas. His disputations with Ginés de Sepúlveda on the subject
were sponsored by the Crown and were more than just show, for in the end, the
King adopted the drastic change in policy that Las Casas advocated.
Las Casas, the first great historian of the New World, arrived in Cuba in 1502
and spent most of the ensuing years in the Caribbean and Mexico until his return
to Spain in 1547, so his arguments are based on personal observation and not
on Aristotelian theory, as were those of Sepúlveda. He had witnessed firsthand
the destruction of the American Indian population via the diseases the Spaniards
brought with them and through mistreatment and war, things he continually
fought against as a priest. After his return to Spain and throughout his old age
he launched a series of attacks on Spanish policy. He engineered the publication
of his arguments against Sepúlveda in a series of nine tracts printed in Seville in
1552 and 1553. The first and most famous of these tracts is Brevissima Relacion
de la Destruycion de las Indias, which describes the numerous wrongs inflicted upon
the Indians, mainly in the Antilles.
All of the Las Casas tracts are of great significance, both for their immediate effect in reforming the Spanish colonial system to some degree, and as an extremely
early example of European concern with the human rights of native peoples.
EUROPEAN AMERICANA 552/13. SABIN 11234. MEDINA, BHA 147. CHURCH
91. JCB (3)I:168. USTC 335514.
$22,500.

Advocating Settlement in Reconstruction-Era Louisiana
18. [Louisiana]: [Reconstruction]: REPORT OF THE BUREAU OF IMMIGRATION TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF LOUISIANA. JANUARY,
1869. New Orleans: A.L. Lee, State Printer, 1869. 30pp. Original printed wrappers. Soft vertical crease throughout, wrappers somewhat chipped, mild soiling.
Small stain to upper corner of titlepage and following leaf, otherwise text evenly
toned. Withal, a very good copy.
A scarce and interesting report that is tantamount to a Reconstruction-era promotional for the state of Louisiana, with commentary on emancipated African
Americans in the state. The dramatic social revolution caused by the Civil War,
Emancipation, and Reconstruction is reflected in the present work. After the
Civil War, Confederate nationalistic passions had not cooled sufficiently to encourage settlement in Louisiana. In fact, immigration seemed to be headed the
other way, with “an emigration of thousands of our best citizens to the North,”
according to the report.
Now, however, “an era of good feeling seems to be at hand.” A diversifying society, an abundance of crops, and respect for “the political opinions” of northern
immigrants are all bringing positive changes to Louisiana. Emphasizing the necessity of peaceful race relations, Immigration Bureau Chief James Noyes counsels
the former plantation owners, “Never did any one people under the sun owe a
greater debt of gratitude to another than do the property owners of Louisiana to
the blacks, just released from the hardships of slavery....The wonderful progress
they have already made is the best possibly augury for their future.” The wrapper title reads, Report of James O. Noyes, Chief of the Bureau of Immigration to the
General Assembly of Louisiana.
Quite uncommon, with OCLC recording just nine physical copies – seven under
the title on the titlepage and two under the wrapper title.
OCLC 82805252, 10640135, 82805252.
$850.

First Newspaper Printing of the Monroe Doctrine
19. [Monroe, James]: NATIONAL INTELLIGENCER. PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE.... Washington. December 4, 1823. 4pp. in NATIONAL INTELLIGENCER
Vol. 24, No. 3526. Folio. Dbd. Old folds and some light wrinkling. Very good.
The second printing and first newspaper appearance of one of the most important
foreign policy statements of the United States government. In this message to
Congress, Monroe asserts that the Americas cannot be the subject of colonization
by European powers, and that any European intervention in the Americas will
be considered a “manifestation of an unfriendly disposition towards the United
States.” Monroe delivered the Doctrine in his State of the Union message on
December 2, 1823, and it was first printed as a National Intelligencer Extra the
same day. We are aware of only four copies of that printing, the Streeter copy
(his sale, lot 1734, $3500 in 1967), now in the Scheide Library; a copy in the
Gilder-Lehrman Collection; and two other copies, whereabouts unknown. This
is the second printing, in a regular issue of the National Intelligencer for December
4. This printing seems to be from the same setting of type, with a slight rearrangement of the columns. It appears on page 4 of the issue and is suitable for
broadside display.
STREETER SALE 1734 (ref). GROLIER AMERICAN 100, 33.
$3500.

Paul Revere’s Earliest View of Boston,
in an Almanac Filled with Revolutionary Ferment
20. [Revere, Paul]: EDES & GILL’S NORTH-AMERICAN ALMANACK,
AND MASSACHUSETTS REGISTER, FOR THE YEAR 1770. Boston: Printed
(upon Paper Manufactured in this Country) and Sold by Edes & Gill, 1770. [60]pp.
12mo. Contemporary marbled wrappers, stitched. Wrappers rubbed, some wear
at corners and edges, stitching broken. Slightly tanned, but largely free of foxing
and staining. Contemporary manuscript notes on rear free endpaper. The view
of Boston is particularly clean and nice. Overall, very good, in unsophisticated
condition. In a cloth chemise and half morocco and cloth slipcase, spine gilt.
An important pre-Revolutionary almanac, featuring a landmark view of Boston by
Paul Revere, protests against British military actions in Massachusetts, condemnation of local merchants still dealing in British goods, and the text of several
patriotic songs. This copy is complete, and in very attractive, original condition.

This Edes & Gill almanac has as
its frontispiece the first of three
engraved views of Boston done
by Paul Revere. The handsome
view, entitled “A Prospective
View of the Town of Boston...,”
depicts the city on October 1,
1768, when British troops landed
to control rebellious sentiment.
The wharves, churches, and other
large public buildings are shown
in some detail. Eight ships are
visible in the harbor, all of which
are named in the bottom margin
of the view, and troops can be
seen disembarking from small
boats at Long Wharf. The engraving is signed “P. Revere” in
the center of the lower border.
This is the only metal cut signed
by Revere, who was a silversmith
by trade. While Brigham, with
some authority, is able to ascribe
other cuts to him on the basis of
style, this is the only signed one.
The text contains important political notices relating to impending rebellion,
including a list of merchants “who audaciously continue to counteract the United
Sentiments of the Body of Merchants thro’out North-America; by importing
British Goods contrary to the Agreement.” Other addresses call on Americans to
defend their liberties, and to forego foreign teas, the duties on which are a chief
source of revenue for the British crown. Also printed herein are three patriotic
songs, including “A New Song, Compos’d by a Son of Liberty, and Sung by Mr.
Flagg at Concert-Hall, Boston, February 13, 1770”; “A New Song, Now Much
in Vogue in North-America”; and “The Parody Parodiz’d, or the Massachusetts
Liberty Song.” All three appeal to American patriots to fight for their liberty
and freedom, and to live “not as slaves, but as freemen.”
The contemporary manuscript notes on the rear endpaper, written in a mixture
of French and English, suggest that this almanac belonged to either Sarah Dolbeare Gray, or perhaps her younger brother Johnathan, members of the wealthy
Dolbeare family of Massachusetts. The notes record the date of her marriage to
Ellis Gray, another Boston merchant, on “Friday night the 19th of October 1770,

her age 24 years, 6 months, and seven days,” apparently on the day of a violent
rainstorm. A slightly later note in the same hand records that Ellis Gray died
on the 9th of July in 1781, and Sarah Gray was therefore widowed the same day.
One of Sarah and Ellis’s children, Hannah Gray, would go on to marry founding
father and Supreme Court Justice James Wilson.
Evans mistakenly attributes 1769 as the year of publication of this almanac, but
a contemporary announcement cited by Brigham establishes a publication date
of February 22, 1770. Thus this work was issued just before the famous Boston
Massacre of March 5, 1770. In April 1770, Revere issued a much larger scale
view of Boston, showing the port with British troops landing. This larger print
has sold for well into six figures. This almanac is quite uncommon, and when it
does appear on the market, it is usually imperfect. The present copy is the only
complete copy handled by this firm, sold to a private collector more than twenty
years ago and recently reacquired. Another copy, with damage to the Revere view
and lacking the leaf containing two “Liberty Songs” has appeared at auction twice
recently, selling for as much as $15,075. The present copy is complete, and in
attractive, unsophisticated condition.
A wonderful and important view of Boston at the brink of Revolution, published
about two weeks before the Boston Massacre, and the first such view executed
by Revere.
EVANS 11479. BRIGHAM, pp.60-62,134. SABIN 21833. DRAKE 3189. ESTC
W29775. Reps, “Boston by Bostonians” in BOSTON PRINTS & PRINTMAKERS (Boston, 1973), pp.45-50.
$35,000.

A Key Revolutionary Map, with an Inset of Bunker Hill
21. [Sayer, Robert, and John Bennett, publishers]: THE SEAT OF WAR,
IN NEW ENGLAND, BY AN AMERICAN VOLUNTEER, WITH THE
MARCHES OF THE SEVERAL CORPS SENT BY THE COLONIES TOWARDS BOSTON, WITH THE ATTACK ON BUNKERS HILL. London:
Printed for R. Sayer & J. Bennett, September 2, 1775. Copper-engraved map, with

original color. Two insets along the right side titled “Plan of Boston Harbour from
an Actual Survey” and “Plan of the Town of Boston with the Attack on Bunker’s
Hill in the Peninsula of Charlestown.” Plate mark: 18¼ x 21½ inches. Sheet size:
21¼ x 27¼ inches. Expertly conserved, with a few instances of renewed color. In
very good condition, with large margins.

A rare and dramatic Revolutionary war map of New England, showing George
Washington’s troops marching on British-occupied Boston, with a large inset plan
of the Battle of Bunker Hill showing Charlestown in flames: among the earliest
pictorial representations of the Battle of Bunker Hill. This copy is printed on a
large, full sheet with ample margins.
Published by Sayer & Bennett shortly after news of the Battle of Bunker Hill
reached London, the map celebrates the British victory in the battle, but gives a
portent of the impending siege of Boston and the eventual Battle of Dorchester
Heights. The general map of New England provides a backdrop for illustrations
of American troops, most notably including the “march of General Washington”
in western Massachusetts, but also showing militia marching from New Hampshire, Connecticut, and Rhode Island, all converging on Boston. Two smaller
insets along the right side of the map, each printed from a separate plate, depict
a general plan of Boston Harbor, and a plan of Boston and Charlestown showing
the Battle of Bunker Hill.
The latter inset is quite dramatic and of great significance. Charlestown is shown
under attack by British forces, with the town in flames as British warships bombard it from the water, and a British battery fires across the Charles River from
Cornhill in Boston; the locations of the British and American forces on Breed’s
Hill are shown, as the two armies face each other in battle. A large encampment
of British regulars is shown on Boston Commons, surrounding the Liberty tree.
The inset would later be re-engraved and used in Newcastle and Boston editions
of Murray’s Impartial History of the War.
It is believed that this inset is a graphic representation of information on the battle
derived from a June 25, 1775 letter written by General Burgoyne to Lord Stanley:

“...Howe’s corps ascending the hill in the face of entrenchments, and in a very
disadvantageous ground, was much engaged; and to the left the enemy pouring
in fresh troops by the thousands, over the land; and in the arm of the sea our
ships and floating batteries cannonading them: strai[gh]t before us a large and
noble town in one great blaze; the church steeples, being of timber, were great
pyramids of fire above the rest...the whole a picture and a complication of horror
and importance beyond any thing that ever came to my lot to be witness to....”
Sayer and Bennett published this letter as a broadside on November 27, 1775,
nearly two months after this inset, illustrating it with a different plan of the battle.
The earliest cartographic representation of the Battle of Bunker Hill is an August 1,
1775 plan published by Jefferys and Faden titled “A Sketch of the Action between
British Forces and the American Provincials on the Heights of the Peninsula of
Charlestown.” That map, however, shows only military movements. The inset
to the present map is the second printed plan of the battle and considered to be
the first pictorial representation. This map was produced on September 2, 1775,
a scant two-and-a-half months after the crucially important actions it depicts.
It is remarkable that such detailed news was transmitted from New England to
London and published in such a magnificent cartographic representation in so
brief a period of time. Not in Nebenzahl’s Atlas of the American Revolution (which
reproduces a later version of the inset on page 55) or Phillips.
An exciting, important, rare, and early map of the American Revolution.
NEBENZAHL, BATTLE PLANS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION 6, 6A.
McCORKLE, NEW ENGLAND IN EARLY PRINTED MAPS 775.1. KRIEGER
& COBB, MAPPING BOSTON, p.103. SCHWARTZ & EHRENBERG, plate
117. GUTHORN, BRITISH MAPS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION, p.66.
STOKES B105. RISTOW, CARTOGRAPHY OF THE BATTLE OF BUNKER
HILL. SELLERS & VAN EE 813.
$37,500.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.

Official Printing of South Carolina’s Radical Reconstruction Constitution
22. [South Carolina]: [Reconstruction]: THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, ADOPTED APRIL 16, 1868, AND THE ACTS AND JOINT
RESOLUTIONS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, PASSED AT THE SPECIAL SESSION OF 1868, TOGETHER WITH THE MILITARY ORDERS
THEREIN RE-ENACTED. Columbia, S.C.: John W. Denny, Printer to the State,
1868. [2],38,2,18,[2],168,4,7pp. Original printed olive wrappers. Wrappers soiled
and chipped, neat closed split partially along gutter of front wrapper. Scattered
light foxing and staining, dampstain to lower margin from about p.131 to end of
text. Good plus. In a black cloth folding case with gilt leather label.
The official printing of South Carolina’s Reconstruction constitution of 1868,
which radically revised the 1865 constitution enacted at the conclusion of the
Civil War, printed here along with the acts of the 1868 General Assembly.
According to the South Carolina Encyclopedia (online), the 1865 constitution
“perpetuated the values of the pre-Civil War elite and adopted only limited
democratic reforms [and] made only limited moves toward democracy.” The civil
rights of formerly enslaved persons were poorly defined, and otherwise qualified
Black South Carolinians were still denied the vote. The new constitution of 1868
was revolutionary for the state not only because it recognized the rights of its
Black citizens, but because it was drafted by them: a majority of the delegates to
the constitutional convention (76 of 124) were African Americans. Among the
dramatic changes in the new constitution are the abolition of slavery in Section 2
of Article 1, stating that “Slavery shall never exist in this State,” and the avowal
in Section 1 that “All men are born free and equal.” The 1868 constitution also
calls for the removal of South Carolina’s long-standing wealth-based representation
model (creating equal representation in the state legislature based on population),
abolished debtors’ prison, organized the state into counties, legalized divorce, and
mandated public education for at least two years for children between the ages of
two and sixteen. South Carolina’s role in 1861 is not forgotten either, and Article
1, Section 5 forcefully declares that “this state shall ever remain a member of
the American Union, and all attempts, from whatever source, or upon whatever
pretext, to dissolve the said Union, shall be resisted with the whole power of the
state.” This was also the first South Carolina constitution to be submitted to
the public for ratification; it was approved by a wide margin, with much of the
already outnumbered opposition declining to participate. Like most of the Reconstruction constitutions, however, the majority of this document’s progressive
ideals were swiftly neutered or sidestepped through intimidation and violence,
and in 1895 a much more conservative document was designed by Governor John
Evans, Senator Ben Tillman, and their “Bourbon Democrat” allies.
The 1868 printing of the South Carolina Constitution takes a variety of forms.
This printing, including the Acts of the General Assembly and with the largest
section numbering 168 pages, matches Sabin’s collation, although he also mentions
the existence of a 151-page edition. There is also forty-six-page printing which
contains only the Constitution and Ordinances but not the Statutes at Large, and
an even longer 293-page edition.
A fundamental document in South Carolina’s post-war history, and in the extension of civil rights in Reconstruction-era America.
SABIN 87675. EBERSTADT 111:547.
$4500.

South Carolina’s Declaration of Independence
23. [South Carolina Secession Convention]: 1776. 1860. DECLARATION
OF INDEPENDENCE OF THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, IN
CONVENTION, AT THE CITY OF CHARLESTON, DECEMBER 20,
1860. AN ORDINANCE TO DISSOLVE THE UNION BETWEEN THE
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND OTHER STATES UNITED WITH
HER IN THE COMPACT ENTITLED “THE CONSTITUTION OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA”...[caption title and beginning of text].
Charleston, S.C.: Evans & Cogswell, [1860]. Broadside, printed in red and blue
on glazed paper. Matted to 18¾ x 11½ inches, framed to 27½ x 19½ inches. Old
folds. A few small chips to margins, a few small closed tears with expert repairs
to verso. Very good.
A particularly rare early printing of the South Carolina Ordinance of Secession,
the document which caused the departure of South Carolina from the Union and
set the nation irrevocably on the path to the Civil War. It is thus one of the most
important printed documents of the entire Civil War.
After Lincoln’s election, South Carolina moved vigorously to follow through
on its threat to secede from the Union. A secession convention was called and
assembled at Charleston on December 20, 1860. Their entire business was to
debate the issue of secession, which they favored overwhelmingly, and to settle
on the wording of a secession ordinance. Within the day, the 169 members of
the Convention voted unanimously for the ordinance.
This copy, printed in red and blue with an image of the South Carolina palmetto
flag at the top center and surrounded by an elaborate border, was likely printed
for public display shortly after the Convention. The color scheme and layout of
the broadside are highly evocative – as in early printings of the Declaration of
Independence of 1776, the names of the members of the secession convention
are given below the text. The dates “1776” and “1860” are printed in the upper
corners of the broadside, making an explicit comparison between the two events.
Following the title given above, the text reads: “We, the People of the State of
South Carolina, in Convention assembled, do declare and ordain, and it is hereby
declared and ordained, That the Ordinance adopted by us in Convention, on the
Twenty-third day of May, in the year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred
and eighty-eight, whereby the Constitution of the United States of America was
ratified, and also, all Acts and parts of Acts of the General Assembly of this State,
ratifying amendments to the said Constitution, are hereby repealed; and that the
Union now subsisting between South Carolina and other States, under the name
of ‘The United States of America,’ is hereby Dissolved.” Below this are the names
of all 169 members of the Convention.
Over the next six weeks, six more states followed suit: Mississippi (January 9, 1861),
Florida (January 10), Alabama (January 11), Georgia (January 19), Louisiana (January
26) and Texas (February 1). On February 8, these states formed the Confederate
States of America, and added North Carolina, Virginia, Tennessee, and Arkansas

soon after. Just as Charleston witnessed the first secession convention, it was
also the scene of the first shots fired in anger when Confederate forces attacked
Fort Sumter in April 1861, marking the formal start of the American Civil War.
Evans & Cogswell had been printing in Charleston since 1821, and were the official printers of the 1860 secession convention. They printed the first version
of this Ordinance for the convention in December 1860 in an elaborate lithographic broadside, and also produced many other important documents during the
“Secession winter.” In 1864, the firm moved to the relative safety of Columbia,
in the wake of Sherman’s March. When Union forces captured Charleston, the
original shop burned.
This copy was previously in the collection of prominent financier, William E.
Simon (1927-2000), the first administrator of the Federal Energy Office under
Nixon, Secretary of the Treasury under Presidents Nixon and Ford, and President
of the U.S. Olympic Committee for the Sarajevo and Los Angeles Olympic Games.
This broadside is exceptionally rare in the market, and we could find only three
instances of it at auction. OCLC and Parrish & Willingham together locate
seven copies: Trinity College, Boston Athenaeum, Boston Public, Harvard, Duke,
South Carolina State Library, and the University of Virginia. This is the first
copy this firm has handled.
PARRISH & WILLINGHAM 3759. CRANDALL 1872. SABIN 87433. OCLC
11699984.
$50,000.

Attempting to Restore Order in the Cuban Countryside
in the Wake of the Spanish-American War
24. [Spanish-American War]: March y Garcia, Emilio: BANDO. DON EMILIO
MARCH Y GARCIA GENERAL DE DIVISION Y GOBERNADOR MILITAR DE ESTA PLAZA Y PROVINCIA. HAGO SABER: QUE LOS JEFES
DE LAS PARTIDAS INSURRECTAS...[caption title and beginning of text].
Puerto Principe, [Cuba]. September 10, 1898. Broadside, 16¼ x 12¼ inches.
Toned, old folds and creases, minor edge chipping, short closed tear, slight fold
separations. Very good.
A very rare, possibly unique surviving example of a Cuban broadside dating from
the month after the conclusion of the Spanish-American War. The war ceased
with a truce between the United States and Spain on August 12, 1898; the official
end of the war came a few months later, on December 10, when the two parties
signed the historic Treaty of Paris. Here, on September 10, in the interim between
truce and treaty, the outgoing Spanish colonial governor of the south-central
Cuban city of Puerto Principe (present-day Camagüey), Emilio March y Garcia,
calls for reinforcement of the truce agreement that would ensure free and open
commercial trade in the region in the face of continuing interference by Cuban
insurgents. March y Garcia claims that the Cuban revolutionaries are illegally
detaining people, interrupting the cattle trade, trampling property rights, carrying arms in flagrant disregard for the law, and more. The Arizona Republican
published an English translation of this proclamation in its September 26, 1898
issue. The translation reads:
“I hereby inform, the commanders of insurgent bands who are pillaging in the
neighborhood of this city; who, not observing the agreement between the Spanish
and American governments with regard to the freedom of commercial relations,
are illegally detaining the country people; who are obliging the land owners to
procure special passes and permits in order to put in order their plantations, and
will not allow them either to sell their cattle, under the absurd pretext that the
estates are the property of the nominal Cuban state, and that its government
alone can distribute and sell them and turn their products to what uses it sees
fit, thus trampling under foot the rights of property, whereas on the part of this
government the most absolute liberty in making contracts has been allowed and
will be allowed in the future, thus demonstrating the respect it has for the rights
of all persons within its jurisdiction. I must call to notice with real sorrow that
if these towns are suffering almost the horrors of starvation it is the result of the
measures adopted by the chiefs of the insurgent bands, who are impeding free
traffic by forbidding the entry of all kinds of provisions, especially cattle, into the
towns. In view of what I have already explained I consider it necessary to publish
the following warnings: Article 1. I repeat my order of August 23 last permitting
free entry and exit to all towns of this province subject to my authority and the

most absolute freedom of trade between all the inhabitants of the province. Article 2. The prohibition to enter towns with arms remains in force and whoever is
found with arms in his possession will be punished in accordance with the laws.”
Don Emilio Augusto March y Garcia Mesa was a career Spanish military commander who spent at least three stretches of time in Cuba, the last as military
governor of Puerto Principe during the Spanish defeat in the Spanish-American
War. He also served as the colonial governor of Puerto Rico and general captain
of Arago, the Balearic Islands, and the Canary Islands.
The present broadside is exceedingly rare and quite possibly unique, with no
copies listed in OCLC and no records at auction.
$1500.

Recruiting Confederate Texas Infantry after “the arrogant
administration of Abraham Lincoln has proclaimed its intention
of invading our soil, and conquering our people.”
25. [Texas]: [Civil War]: PROCLAMATION TO THE PEOPLE OF TEXAS.
Austin. April 24, 1861. Letterpress broadside, 12½ x 8 inches. Docketed in manuscript
on verso. Old folds, tiny fold separations at edges, minor wrinkling. Near fine.
A phenomenal Texas Confederate broadside calling for the recruitment of infantry volunteers just two weeks after the attack on Fort Sumter ushered in the
Civil War. It is only the second copy of this broadside that we have been able
to locate. The proclamation was issued by Texas Governor Edward Clark, who
arouses the southern patriotism of potential Texas Confederate recruits, asking
them to join the battle since “the arrogant administration of Abraham Lincoln
has proclaimed its intention of invading our soil, and conquering our people.”
Governor Clark, “most deeply impressing upon the people of Texas, the urgent
necessity of combining every effort to effect the immediate organization of our
brave men,” calls for volunteers for the Confederate Infantry.
Clark appeals not only to patriotism and a sense of religious destiny, but also
evokes an obvious and widely-shared disdain for the northern states of the Union:
“Let every young and chivalric man in the State, bear in mind, that it is a solemn duty to himself and his country, which now invokes his action, and let the
old men gird their armor on the young, and inspire them with a holy zeal, and
an inflexible determination, to repel the vandals of the North, who have already
possessed themselves of our homes, and made known their intention of destroying
everything that is dear to us.”
Governor Clark calls for the immediate formation of one or more companies in as
many communities as possible in the state of Texas, and orders those companies
to report to the Adjutant General in Austin. Clark hopes that these companies
will soon number “eight thousand men to defend our new-born, glorious Confederacy, and a reserve force of many thousands to preserve us, as we have ever
been, independent and invincible.”
The attack on Fort Sumter raged from April 12 to 14, 1861, and resulted in a
resounding Confederate victory. In the aftermath of the battle, both Union and
Confederate officials kicked off aggressive recruitment campaigns. The news
of Fort Sumter was received by Governor Clark in Austin on April 17; that day,
Clark issued a directive to establish and instruct volunteer companies, dividing the
state into six districts (Parrish & Willingham 4233, Winkler 1662). The present
broadside, issued a week later, was a response to the Confederate government’s
request for five thousand more troops, for a total of eight thousand new Texas
infantry recruits in the two weeks following the outbreak of the war, which were
promptly furnished by the state.
This is an extraordinarily rare Texas Confederate broadside. Parrish & Willingham
and Winkler record only a single copy, at the University of Texas.
PARRISH & WILLINGHAM 4230. WINKLER 1663.
$11,000.

Fantastic Bird’s-Eye View of the Texas-Mexico Border in 1890
26. [Texas]: [Wellge, Henry]: PERSPECTIVE MAP OF THE CITY OF
LAREDO, TEXAS. THE GATEWAY TO AND FROM MEXICO. Milwaukee:
American Publishing Co., [1890-1892]. Lithograph, 24 x 36¼ inches. Expertly
backed and conserved, repairing a few small tears and paper separations. Very
clean. Near fine.

A stunning bird’s-eye view of the Texas border town of Laredo, produced in the
early 1890s as a promotional piece by the Laredo Real Estate & Abstract Company.
This energetic cityscape is the earliest bird’s-eye view of the city, and shows a
bustling and thriving community, with a dense grid of houses and businesses, a
railroad line to the west of the town, and several coal refineries billowing black

smoke from high stacks. To the south of Laredo is a portion of the northern
Mexico city of Nuevo Laredo, located in the Mexican state of Tamaulipas. The
two cities are prominently split in the lower third of the view by the spectacular
Rio Grande River, with a railroad bridge and “electric motor” street bridge connecting the two cities.
Vignettes along the lower portion of the sheet show prominent Laredo buildings,
including City Hall, Webb County Court House, the Hotel Hamilton, the Laredo
Improvement Company, and the Masonic Hall. The text at bottom enumerates
fifteen “Facts about Laredo,” comparative distances between Chicago and New
Orleans, population, and import & export statistics from 1888 to January 1890.
“Directly west of Corpus Christi, once-somnolent Laredo on the Rio Grande had
awakened to the quickening step of urbanization. The view produced in Figure
18.15 [the present view] shows the city about 1890, greatly expanded from the tiny
plaza settlement of the eighteenth century. If one is to judge from the gigantic
net of projected streets extending to the horizon, its residents and land developers
anticipated an even greater period of growth in the years ahead. Laredo consisted
of more than empty streets and hopes, however. Railroad service, which began in
1882 and was subsequently extended, provided Laredo many of the advantages
with respect to trade with Mexico enjoyed by El Paso. By the time this view
was published, a new bridge had replaced the more picturesque but less efficient
ferry across the river to the Mexican town bearing the same name. Tanneries,
brick manufacturing plants, lumber yards and furniture shops, a woolen mill, Fort
McIntosh, and the complex of activities associated with railroad maintenance
and repair, all provided employment for Laredo’s increasing population, which
had jumped from 3,521 in 1880 to 11,319 a decade later” – Reps, Cities of the
American West, p.614.
Henry Wellge, the German-born artist who executed this view, settled in Milwaukee
in 1878. Reps holds Wellge in high regard, writing that he “ranks with the most

prolific of the city view artists of America.” In the present view, Wellge documented
Laredo’s expansion from the southeast, especially in terms of downtown buildings
such as the new Webb County Courthouse and the combination city hall and
market house. Most of the structures in the city were modest one-story buildings,
but the new prosperity had spurred a building boom. This growth was reflected
in increased property values, scarce hotel rooms, and high demand for building
materials, such as lumber and bricks. The arrival of the railroads also provided
a market for the local coal, found near the upriver village of Minera, which had
been known for decades but now could be profitably mined. As Wellge showed,
miners floated the coal down the river on barges when possible, but developers
built the Rio Grande and Pecos Railway in 1882–83 to link the mines with the
city. When the RG&P collapsed, the Rio Grande and Eagle Pass Railway took
it over. Wellge suggested the location of the mines on the horizon, in the upper
left-hand corner of the print (a distance of some twenty-five miles).
The community itself had also undergone dramatic change in the decade since the
railroads arrived. Steamboat traffic on the Rio Grande had begun to diminish as
irrigation took so much water from the river that boats often ran aground. The
railroads were more reliable, bringing thousands of newcomers into the community. Laredo remained a predominantly Mexican city, but the arrival of large
numbers of Anglo-Americans led to the development of a separate Anglo culture
and society, and the change was apparent by the turn of the century.
This view of Laredo is rather rare. Reps locates just two copies, at the Library of
Congress and the Amon Carter Museum. OCLC adds one more at Penn State,
and we know of another copy in a private collection.
A wonderful view of an important Texas border town, especially relevant in the
present era of United States-Mexico relations.
REPS, VIEWS & VIEWMAKERS, plate 70, no. 3985. REPS, CITIES OF THE
AMERICAN WEST, figure 18.15, p.614. REPS, CITIES ON STONE, plate 48,
p.94. OCLC 5479202.
$18,500.

An Archive on the Creation of the Washington State Constitution
27. [Washington]: [COLLECTION OF TWO PRINTED PAMPHLETS
AND A GROUP OF HANDBILLS RELATING TO THE WASHINGTON
CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION OF 1889]. Olympia & Seattle. 1889.
Various paginations, as described below. Original wrappers. Slight wear to wrappers, and single light vertical crease in each pamphlet. Final pamphlet with rear
wrapper neatly detached (but present), some slight internal staining. On the
whole, near fine.
An important collection of scarce pamphlets and printed documents detailing the
Washington state constitutional convention and the admission of Washington
to the Union in 1889. Washington became a separate territory from Oregon
in 1853 and experienced great population growth as a result of the discovery of
gold in the 1850 and the completion of the Northern Pacific Railroad in 1883.
This collection includes Washington state printings of the federal, territorial, and
constitutional milestones that led the way to statehood in 1889. The individual
items are as follows:
1) Those Who Were Elected. Full List of Delegates to Constitutional Convention.
[Olympia: Thos. H. Cavanaugh, Public Printer, 1889]. Handbill, 22 x 6.5 cm.
Two copies, one with a paper clip stain in upper edge. Gives the names of
the seventy-five delegates (three from each district) elected to participate in
the Constitutional Convention of 1889. There were forty-five Republicans
and twenty-eight Democrats as well as two Labor Party members who allied
themselves with the Democrats. Though bearing no imprint, this was almost
certainly printed by Thomas Cavanaugh, the public printer for the territory.
A very scarce record of the convention participants and their affiliation.
2) Calendar. Constitutional Convention, Washington Territory. [Olympia: Thos. H.
Cavanaugh, Public Printer, 1889]. Fourteen total handbills (printed on one
side only), one measuring 22.5 x 15 cm., the others 24.5 x 15.5 cm. Each of
these handbills prints the daily order of business, specifically the names of
the committees which would be reporting. The Washington Constitutional
Convention met from July 4 to August 22, 1889. Included here are the calendar handbills for July 26 (one copy); July 30 (four copies); July 31 (four
copies); August 1 (one copy); and August 2 (four copies). Likely printed in a
very small number for the daily use of the delegates at the convention, such
handbills documenting each days’ proceedings are very rare.
3) Published By Authority. Constitution of the State of Washington, Proposed by the
Convention, Held at Olympia, Commencing July 4th, 1889, and Ending August
22, 1889. Olympia: Thos. H. Cavanaugh, Public Printer, 1889. [2],28pp.
Original printed blue wrappers. Official printing of the proposed constitution

of Washington, which was then submitted to the people of the territory for
their adoption or rejection. The popular vote on the constitution was held
on October 1, 1889, and it was overwhelmingly approved. OCLC locates
nine copies. OCLC 21661051.
4) Constitution of the State of Washington, with Marginal Notes and Full Index. Seattle: [Wm. H. Hughes Company], 1889. 74pp. This copy with the ownership
signature of I.M. Hall, a Seattle lawyer and notary, on the front wrapper,
and his ink stamp on the front wrapper, titlepage, and first text page. The
marginal notes and index for this printing of the Washington constitution,
as approved by the people of the state, were prepared by Andrew Woods, a
Seattle attorney. OCLC locates ten copies. OCLC 21641223.
$5000.

“Liberty and Union, now and forever, one and inseparable!”
28. Webster, Daniel: SPEECH OF DANIEL WEBSTER, IN REPLY TO
MR. HAYNE, OF SOUTH CAROLINA: THE RESOLUTION OFFERED
BY MR. FOOT, RELATIVE TO THE PUBLIC LANDS, BEING UNDER
CONSIDERATION. DELIVERED IN THE SENATE, JANUARY 26, 1830.
Washington: Printed by Gales & Seaton, 1830. 76pp. 12mo. Gathered signatures,
stitched as issued. Tanning and foxing, stain in upper portion throughout. Good.
The first edition, second issue, with “reply” spelled correctly on the titlepage,
apparently printed from standing newspaper type by Gales, who was present for
the speech and transcribed it as it was given.
One of the most important American political speeches of the 19th century.
Webster’s speech was technically a response to a bill restricting western land
sales, but in reality it was prompted by South Carolina’s recently propounded
theory of “nullification” – that the individual states had the authority to resist
federal legislation, and to secede from the Union if the federal government used
force against a state to execute its laws. The speech enunciated Webster’s theory
of a united, national identity. As such, it exemplified the progress toward that
identity that had been made over the previous fifty years, and foreshadowed the
fractures and fissures that would develop over the next thirty years, culminating
in the Civil War. Abraham Lincoln called it “the very best speech that was ever
delivered” (quoted in David Herbert Donald, Lincoln, p.270).
Webster’s speech was prompted by the response to a resolution offered by Senator
Samuel Foot of Connecticut, which would have limited the sale of public lands
in the West. This riled western and southern senators, who contended that it
curtailed western migration, and favored the Northeast over other sections of the
country. On January 19, 1830, Senator Robert Hayne of South Carolina gave a
speech on the bill that tied the question to states’ rights. Webster responded to
Hayne’s remarks with brief remarks of his own the next day, using the opportunity
to inject the issue of slavery and the question of nationalism versus sectionalism into the debate, which prompted a powerful reply from Hayne. This initial
contretemps set up the occasion for the present speech, which Webster delivered
to an overflowing Senate chamber on January 26th.
The speech that Webster gave that day was the greatest of his career, and it is one
of the most important American political speeches. Biographer Robert Remini
calls it “an exalted paean of praise to personal liberty and national sovereignty,”
and historian Merrill Peterson calls Webster’s exchange with Hayne “the greatest
debate in the history of the Senate.” Webster, referring to a few pages of notes but
speaking largely extemporaneously, began by attacking the institution of slavery,
but put it on the southerners themselves to emancipate the slaves. Webster then
went on to defend the Constitution as the creation of the American people, not
the states: “It is, Sir, the people’s Constitution, the people’s government, made for

the people, made by the people, and answerable to the people” (a phrase echoed
by Lincoln in the Gettysburg Address). In this vein Webster contended that the
Constitution was the supreme law of the law, and that the Supreme Court rendered
the final decision in interpreting the Constitution. Webster went on to say that
a state’s assertion of its right to nullify a federal edict might ultimately lead to
civil war: “direct collision, therefore, between force and force, is the unavoidable
result” of nullification. Webster concluded by saying that he did not want to
know what an America beyond the Union may be like, that for him liberty and
Union could coexist: “Liberty and Union, now and forever, one and inseparable!”
Robert Remini says of the speech and Webster’s conclusion: “this noble utterance
was Webster’s supreme gift to the American people. With poetry of language,
majesty of sentiment, and sublimity of thought, he embodied in his address many
of the beliefs and feelings of the American people, who, for the past two decades,
had experienced a surge of nationalism they had never known before. They
needed to have these new emotions properly expressed in a way that would add
to their pride in the nation’s glory. Webster did it for them. With this oration
‘the Godlike’ became, without exaggeration, a living legend.” “The most famous
American oration of the nineteenth century” – Howes.

Webster invited Joseph Gales of the National Intelligencer, who was known for
his shorthand expertise, to report the speech personally. Gales then prepared a
readable manuscript and delivered it to Webster, who revised it for publication.
Gales’ newspaper printed it in its editions of February 23, 25, and 27, 1830, and
it appears that the present first edition was published by Gales and Seaton from
that setting of type, as the printed text appears to be in the size and shape of
newspaper columns. This is the second issue of the first edition, with the word
“reply” spelled correctly on the titlepage, and with some portions of the speech
reset. Webster’s speech was immediately popular and went through dozens of
printings in 1830 alone. This first printing, second issue, is quite scarce, however.
A landmark American oration.
HOWES W200. AMERICAN IMPRINTS 5383. SABIN 102272. THE PAPERS
OF DANIEL WEBSTER, SPEECHES AND FORMAL WRITINGS, VOLUME
1, 1800-1833, pp.285-393. Robert Remini, Daniel Webster: The Man and His Time
(New York, 1997), pp.314-34. Merrill D. Peterson, The Great Triumvirate: Webster,
Clay, and Calhoun (New York, 1987), pp.170-83.
$1000.

“That all and every Femes Covert...shall not on, or at any time after,
the decease of their respective husbands, have, or be entitled to
any dower of any estate forfeited to the People of this State
by such attainder....”
29. [Women]: [New York]: IN ASSEMBLY – MARCH 6, 1802. COMMITTED TO THE COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE HOUSE. AN ACT, TO
BAR CERTAIN FEMES COVERT FROM DOWER [caption title]. [Albany.
1802]. Letterpress broadside, 13½ x 8¼ inches. Docketed on verso. Old folds,
light foxing. Very good. Untrimmed.
An unrecorded slip-bill printing of an act presented in the New York state legislature in 1802 to prevent widows of Loyalists from receiving dowers for confiscated property. It is evidence not only of continuing acrimony toward Loyalists
and attempts to profit from their financial losses, but also of continued legal
efforts to keep women economically dependent in Federal-era America. This act
was probably considered or presented in conjunction with an “Act to Facilitate
the Discovery and Sale of the estates of Attainted Persons” that passed in the
same session. That act allowed New Yorkers who discovered property owned
by Loyalists, and subject to forfeiture under its 1779 Forfeiture Act, to receive
a twenty-five percent share of the proceeds of the sale of this newly-discovered
property. The present slip bill calls for preventing widows of deceased Loyalists
from receiving any property deemed subject to confiscation. “Femes covert” is a
legal term meaning simply, “married woman.” The final act as passed on March
31, 1802 does not mention widows of deceased Loyalists, but speaks simply of
heirs to confiscated lands.
“During the American Revolution, many states passed laws allowing them to
seize the property of known loyalists. So-called ‘confiscation laws’ effectively
criminalized dissent against the American Revolution. The seizure and sale of
loyalist property also raised revenue for the state by redistributing property
from Loyalists to the rest of the community. Many new states established their
legitimacy in the eyes of their constituents by depriving certain people of their
right to property. New York built one of the most robust property confiscation
regimes. In fact, New Yorkers started seizing loyalist property even before the
state ratified its Constitution. In March of 1777, the Provincial Convention – a
provisional government – created in counties under Patriot control ‘Committees of Sequestration,’ which seized property abandoned by Loyalists, auctioned
it off, and sent those funds to the state treasurer....Alexander Hamilton made
his legal career by representing former loyalists in lawsuits where they tried to
reclaim seized property. Many of the loyalists Hamilton represented were quite
wealthy, and Hamilton believed these men, and their capital, would prove critical
for building the United States. He wanted them to reintegrate into American
society. Resolving disputes over property confiscation was a critical first step in
accomplishing that goal, and enabling the broader transition from violent revolution into routine civil government. Hamilton won in New York. Most other
states also successfully reintegrated loyalists. The United States Constitution

even includes a clause prohibiting bills of attainder, the broad category of laws
under which confiscation acts fell. It took away from democratic state legislature
this coercive and punitive power to enforce political conformity” – Boonshoft.
The legal discourse on attainder and the confiscation of Loyalists’ property in
the state of New York seems to be largely silent on the issue of widows’ rights.
The present broadside illuminates a dark corner of this rather difficult issue,
and helps bring to light yet another instance when the rights of women in early
America were often null.
Slip-bills’ were printed in small numbers for the use of members of legislatures as
a bill is being debated and considered. They are quite uncommon survivals and
significant evidence of legislative intent and process. This slip-bill is unrecorded,
with no copies in auction records nor in OCLC.
Mark Boonshoft, “Dispossessing Loyalists and Redistributing Property in Revolutionary New York,” posted on the New York Public Library Blog (September
19, 2016).
$1000.

“The extension of slavery over Kansas and the Indian Territory
will be effected through bloodshed and civil war, and give our institution
of government a shock more severe and terrible than it has ever yet received.
I write this in the nature of prophecy.”
30. Woodman, Charles C.: [JOURNAL AND COMMONPLACE BOOK OF
CHARLES C. WOODMAN, A LAWYER AND CAMPAIGN ORATOR FOR
THE REPUBLICAN PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGNS OF 1856 AND 1860,
CONTAINING HIS OBSERVATIONS ON LATE ANTEBELLUM POLITICS AND SOCIETY]. [Woburn, Ma. 1856-1860]. [63],[29]pp., of manuscript
or pasted printed matter or illustrations. Contemporary half sheep and marbled
boards, printed paper label. Spine heavily chipped, wear to corners and edges.
Clean and strong internally. Overall very good.
A remarkable journal in two distinct parts, created by Charles C. Woodman, a
Massachusetts lawyer and prolific orator for the Republican cause during the
tremendously important presidential campaigns of 1856 and 1860. Written dos
a dos, the longer portion of Woodman’s journal is dedicated to his astute and
incisive first-hand observations on the political landscape of America in the half
decade before the outbreak of the Civil War, his judgements on the upcoming
campaigns, and a travel journal of his speaking tour which primarily took place
in New Hampshire and Pennsylvania. Woodman’s observations on the virulence
of political rhetoric and the fracturing of common American bonds are very
significant and valuable.
Woodman dedicates the most space in his writings to discussing the situation as
it stands prior to the 1856 election. His first words refer to Bloody Kansas (for
which he and his party “repudiate and detest the Pierce administration”), and he
remarks on the fracturing of old party lines over the slavery question: “The great
disturbing element in the canvas is the nomination and support of Millard Fillmore
by the American [i.e. Know Nothing] Party. In New York and New England the
first object of this party is the defeat of Fremont; in Pennsylvania, the object of
a large majority of the Americans seems to be the defeat of James Buchanan, and
the general aspect of affairs indicates most clearly a general breaking up of all
party lines and a reorganization upon new and different issues.”
In another section of the manuscript he writes:
“Party feeling thus far has raged much more fiercely than before for many years;
the feeling is particularly virulent on the part of the Democratic orators and
the terms ‘traitors,’ ‘abolitionists,’ disunionists,’ ‘black Republicans’...’fanatics,’
‘n****r worshippers,’ are freely bestowed upon the Republicans. The feeling
which expresses itself in these epithets has in many instances broken out in full
strength and displayed itself in acts of brutal outrage – Border Ruffianism is by
no means confined to Missouri, it has manifested itself in states remote from the
scene of action. The beating of Mr. Sumner, the expulsion of Mr. Underwood
from Virginia, the riots which have disgraced many Southern cities, all had their
origin in an attempt to stifle every expression of opposition to slavery or to
slavery extension.”

The slavery question is unsurprisingly the crux of the matter – Woodman is
particularly alarmed by the “State Equality” doctrine, which was an expansion
of the concept of Popular Sovereignty. “I conceive this to be a most dangerous
doctrine and subversive of all true Americanism,” he writes, “it changes Slavery
from a local to a national institution and places it immediately under the care of
the general government. It is an open desertion of the principles of Jefferson
and the Fathers...who considered Freedom and not Slavery as the characteristic
resting within American institutions.”
Woodman also decries the Democratic scheme to annex Cuba (“to extend the
institution of Slavery to an indefinite extent, and extend an already vast empire
by conquest”), and particularly denounces the South’s threats of secession and
its pro-slavery rhetoric: “It is a marked fact that the threats of dissolution are
heard only from the South....In the South, the interests of Slavery are urged with
a boldness and effrontery never before witnessed in this Country. The Democratic Southern Press now for the first time to any great extent argues in favor of
Slavery in the Abstract, without regard of color, and advances the doctrine that
under the laws of Nature and of Nature’s God, the Normal condition of laboring men is a condition of servitude....Perhaps there may be something in their
threats [of secession], nevertheless, it seems to me that the people of the North
ought to express their opinion adverse to the great sin of Slavery without regard
to consequences.”
Woodman argues that the only true danger to the Union is the extension and
support of slavery: “if this alone does not DISSOLVE the union, it certainly will
make it hardly worth preserving....The extension of slavery over Kansas and the
Indian Territory will be effected through bloodshed and civil war, and give our
institution of government a shock more severe and terrible than it has ever yet
received. I write this in the nature of prophecy.” Woodman continues his journal with a detailed itinerary of his speaking tour from 1856, proffering his mixed
opinions on the towns he visits, people he meets, and their responses to his fiery
speeches at campaign rallies. For example, he writes “I must judge [Chichester,
New Hampshire] containing people of small ideas; I came away with a bad impression and have no desire of returning.”
The itinerary is followed by several more pages of political observations, this
time on the 1860 election and upcoming Republican National Committee. After
discussing Seward’s prospects for some time beforehand, a later entry reveals his
satisfaction with the final decision (along with a pasted-in clipping of the official
party platform published from that meeting):
“I have just heard of the nomination of Abram [sic] Lincoln of Illinois by our
Convention: a capital nomination. ‘Honest-Abe Lincoln’ will be the cry to stir
up the enthusiasm of the people and will become as popular as his log cabins
and Hard Cider were....His personal character is such as to excite the love of the
people....My opinion is that we can now carry Illinois, Indiana, and Pennsylvania and thus secure his election....The nomination of my personal friend Hon.
Hannibal Hamlin for the Vice Presidency has added great strength to the ticket.

He belongs to the same class of men as Lincoln and has manifested much ability and sound common sense during his secretarial career. It is hard to see how
the Convention could have acted more wisely. The nominations were received
throughout New England with boundless enthusiasm....”
The shorter part of the journal is a typical commonplace book: Woodman writes
notes, original prose and poetry, and inserts quotations of interest to him from a
variety of subjects including history, political science, law, literature, poetry, and
quite a few on the virtues of books. He also includes several illustrations clipped
from other works, including on contemporary women’s fashion, international
architecture, and even a makeshift ‘frontispiece’ of Thomas Corwin, President
Fillmore’s Secretary of the Treasury and renowned orator.
A highly interesting journal containing a large amount of valuable observations
and other content related to the elections of 1856 and 1860, as well as a deeply
personal look into the writer’s life and interests.
$5000.
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